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ROBERT SMITH
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Website: www.qwikresume.com
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linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Have worked with children in a theatre program, on the job cutting down trees, and with 
customers at a restaurant. So far, I have only had jobs because I needed them, but the kind of 
work that really interests me is anything to do with computers. I have taken computer 
programming courses in school and am adept with the different programs that a computer has to 
offer.

Skills

Inventory Management, Computer Programming, Keyboarding Technique, Customer Service, Child
Care.

Work Experience

Student Director
ABC Corporation  June 2014 – August 2015 
 Assigned a group of kids and then it would be my responsibility to take them somewhere and 

begin working with them.
 Worked on projecting their voices, remembering their lines, inflection of their voices, singing, 

facial expressions, and sometimes we would just play a game.
 Improved their presence on stage and to also let them have fun while doing so.
 Had to do various other jobs such as costuming, hair and makeup, finding props, script edits, 

etc.
 Experienced and the children loved it as well.
 Became one of the most loved student directors throughout the children.
 In charged of setting up weekly meetings with the Program coordinator, her assistant, and the

student assistants.

Student Director
Delta Corporation  2012 – 2014 
 Provided assistance to director and young performers during rehearsals for annual spring 

production Supervised children ages 5-15 Managed microphones .
 Organize events (holiday parties, student orientations, monthly events, weekly meetings, 

weekend retreats) Maintain social media outlets-Twitter, .
 Manage the Cobber Sports Info social media platforms on game days  Tweet live updates, 

scores, stats, recaps, feature stories, etc.
 Compose detailed game previews and game summaries/recaps of events Direct and organize 

CobberSID video features, highlights and stories  Aid in the .
 Retain same responsibilities as Assistant Director Create highlight videos immediately 

following games using IMovie Create game preview and season .
 Train and provide backup to Assistant Student Director for 2010 Institute Organize, manage 

and coordinate logistics, advertisement, and venue for .
 Managing tasks, including employee schedules Plan activities, suitable to the needs and 

abilities of young children/adults Coordinating for food, .
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Education

High School Diploma
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